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limbing skins must be as old
as skiing itself. Long, tough

I uphills have been around ever
since the first fabled “hunter/gath-
erer” skied away from the re. You
can easily imagine a fair-haired, ro-
bust Norwegian cutting a beaver
hide into strips and using leather
thongs to strap the pelt to a birch
board. Through trial and error, ski-
ers from the North came to regard
seal furs as the most efficient skin
for skiing. But the search for the per-
fect material continues, and today's
skins are made from mohair (Angora
goat hair), nylon or plastic.

Of the eight brands of climbing

mohair, three from nylon and one
from plastic. The skins are held to
the skis by either mechanical or ad-
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skis we tested, four are made from
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ware? (Few do.) Do you have to
apply your own glue or attach the
rivets yourself? Will the skin survive
several winters or an expedition?

Ease of use generally refers to the
attachment system. Glue does not
work well on wet ski bottoms, or in
cold weather. This can be a problem
if you take your skins off during a
trip, then try to reattach them later.
With adhesive skins, the stickier the
glue, the happier you’ll be with their
performance.

Mechanical skins have one great
advantage: no worries about glue.
They also have one great disadvan-
tage: on a traverse across a steep icy
slope, the straps block the edge of
the ski from keeping you wedged
onto the mountain.

The type of mechanical attach-
hesive means. The three brands with 1, - ment hardware can make a big dif-
mechanical attachments rely on - ference. A tip attachment that slips
straps around the sides of the ski, Good climbing skins can provide the perfect grip off or breaks can be a hassle at best
and tip and tail locks to maintain fvfllcklvfvugh uPl1illS- or throw you into deep trouble at
the skin's tension. The other models worst. No matter what style you
fasten to the skis with adhesive. The ing randonee gear. buy, it’s cheap insurance to carry
glue is tacky enough to hold the skin Geographic location may deter- spare hardware.
on, but when pulled off it doesn't mine your choice in terms of width. Many skins are sold without any
leave a residue on the ski base. In the rolling terrain of the eastern tail attachments; this keeps the

The skins were evaluated on six United States, a narrow skin will price down but forces you to install
criteria: climb, glide, width, dura- suffice. In the big mountains of the them. Cloth adhesive tape around
bility, price and ease of use. Climb- West, you’ll need as wide a skin as the tail works, but this takes time
ing is obviously the top factor; it is will fit on your ski without overlap- and nimble fingers (things not al-
the most essential function of a skin. ping the edges. For the flat Midwest, ways available in the backcountry),

Glide may seem unimportant to a you can stop here and go back to and it wears off quickly. I strongly
mountaineer who climbs a steep your wax bag. recommend that you buy tail at-
peak only to telemark back down. Durability is aitough feature to tachments right off the shelf.
But to the average nordic skier who evaluate. It takes at least a full sea- The seven experienced backcoun-
may traverse miles of mountains, son of use to make definitive state- try skiers who made up the test crew
where wearing skins while skiing on G ments. Our conclusions on durabil- used two methods to judge the skins.
relatively at terrain is not uncom- ity are estimates based on both look First we applied mismatched skins
mon, glide becomes significant. and feel. to various pairs of skis (a skin from

Skin width is critical. Greater In comparing prices, you should pair A with ajskin from pair B), then
width means more climbing, less look at what you’re getting. Does the headed out on various mountaineer-
gliding. Many companies sell the skin include both tip and tail hard- ing and all-day touring adventures.
same skin model in three widths: 35 For the second test we used the skins
or 44mm for light touring, 50mm for Gary Sprung is a freelance writer and in matched pairs and climbed the
maximum climb with telemark skis, photographer living in Crested Butte, same hill over and over. Our judg-
and 62mm for alpine mountaineer- Colorado. ments were subjective, based on ex-
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perience. No lab science, just solid, the color. White reflects light, so fabric. The glue was sticky.
empirical evidence. when hung out to dry, theskin ab- COLL-TEX. Coll-tex had typical

sorbs less heat and dries slower than 50mm mohair performance: good to
Results a pair made of a darker color. excellent climbing with good glide.

We conducted these tests in dry CHOUINARD. Chouinard’s nylon One tester thought it worked better
powder around Crested Butte, Colo- skin is coated with multiple applica- than the Climb High, but I could de-
rado, so judge our results accord- tions of silicone and a polyurethane tect no difference. The $90 price
ingly. The skins might have per- layer to reduce water absorption. puts it in the upper end of the mar-
formed differently if tested during a This keeps snow and water away ket, yet the fabric seems the same as
New England February thaw (or from the glue, reducing wear. The. the Climb High skin
right after one) or if we had slogged Chouinard glue was definitely the The metal tip ring appeared
through some springtime Sierra ce- stickiest of the adhesive skins. strong and the skin was securely
ment on the West Coast. The Chouinard skins had excel- sewn around it. The glue was good.

Cross-comparisons on specific at- lent grip, but like the other nylon Tail hardware isn't included, but
tributes of each skin, from cost to varieties, glide was low. The tip Coll-tex sells a piece of hardware
ratings on key criteria, can be found hardware was also poor with this that works for both ends of the skin.
in the chart. Our collective subjec- model. What appears to be a metal It worked fairly well on the tail, but
tive comments are as follows: D-ring tip attachment is really a C- the adjustment piece under the ski

ASCENSION ENTERPRISES. As- ring. With continued use that C-ring base is not well placed. A better po-
cension is a small manufacturer in spread apart, allowing the skin to sition for the tensioning device
Ridgeway on Colorado's Western slip off. The skin is also stapled would be at the shovel where there
Slope. Their 44mm white nylon ad- rather than sewn around the tip C- would be less contact with the snow.
hesive skins performed with average ring. (In fairness, many of the skins The device also lacked a tensioning
success. The nylon made for slow use metal loops for tip attachment pull-tab.
gliding and the narrow width inhib- and we could not tell whether they DELTA IV: The attention to de-
ited strong grip. Ascension plans to were D- or C-rings. But it was in the sign and manufacturing detail on
introduce a 47mm model and that middle of an extended tour that the the Delta IV Classic 1 Super Skins
may solve part of the grip problem. C-ring blew apart.) makes these the best mechanical
The material used looks identical to CLIMB HIGH. The 50mm mohair skin we've seen. With a 52mm width
the Montana nylon and we expect in »model is nearly identical to the Coll- and a thick nylon bottom surface,
a 50mm width the Ascension and tex, but at just $60 the Climb High they climbed excellently. Glide was
Montana skins would perform iden- is a steal. That price includes decent low, however.
tically. tip (a rubber tension device with At $60, the price is great. Weigh-

At $57 suggested retail, they’re on pull-tab) and tail attachments, ing in at more than 500 grams, these
the budget end of the skins we tried, though you must attach the rear riv- were the heaviest skins tested. You
but you have to apply the glue (in- ets yourself. would think the extra weight would
cluded in the purchase price with a Performance was about the same bring better durability. Sorry. Dura-
nice applicator brush). Preparation as a Coll-tex: good glide and good bility appeared reasonable, but not
instructions are included. climbing. Durability appears lower great. The instructions did a satis-

One problem with these skins is though, due to a thinner backing factory job explaining the complex,

CROSS COUNTRY SKlER'S SKINS EVALUATION
Width Weight , Ease of Hardware Retail

Brand&model tested (mm) (grams/pr.) Type Color Climb Glide Durability Use” Included Price$

Ascension Enterprises 440 282 nylon white B C B D tip 57.00

Chouinard 50 396 nylon“ blue A C A D tip 87.50

Climb High 50 2881' mohair black ' tip tai

an

J>

(3

('3

8. l 60.00

Coll-tex 50 282$ mohair black

an

>

(3

U

tip 90.00

Delta IV Classic I 52 532 nylon maroon

>

(3

av

>

tip & tail 59.50

Delta IV Classic I 60 660 nylon maroon
mechanical

>

(3

av

>

tip & mu 65.00

Montana 50 374 nylon white

>

('1

>

U

tip l 00.00

Montana 50 324 mohair black

'J>
+

)>

av

U

tip l 00.00

Pomoca BearSkin 45 278 mohair black

on

>

O

U

tip 60.00

Pomoca yellow mohair 45 342 mohair“ yellow

w

J>

on

cu

tip & tail 94.00

Pomoca Pro 62 572 nylon" pink/yellow

>
-l-

U

>

0:":

tip & tail l 20.00

Pomoca Pro* 50 n/a nylon" pink/yellow — — — - tip & tail 115.00

Voile Snake Skins 50 476 urethane black C C A A tip & tail 40.00
mechanical“

Notes
I = Ascension will now come in 47mm widths '* = wafer repeqnf coqng or fabric
00 = Ease of use evaluated as sold, without extra hardware kits 1- = weighed without tail piece (included)
' = not evaluated Ii: = weighed with Coll-tex tail piece (not included)

Una’)

= Excellent
= Good
= Average
= Poor
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one-time setup process required to Coll-tex) skins. the 50mm skins and had a low glide
fit the skin to your particular ski. POMOCA. Pomoca may be the rating. Made of a stretchy plastic,

Delta IV uses a tail attachment oldest manufacturer of skins and of- the Snake Skins also had an annoy-
that is adjustable and secure. Their fers the largest product line. The ing recoil with every step on packed
five wrap-around straps worked three pairs we received for testing surfaces.
well, though the "keeper" D-ring all appeared solid and durable with The Snake Skins are hassle-free
could be used more effectively. At thick fabrics and good glue. Two (no adhesives or additional mount-
the tip, the Delta IV uses nylon web- models employed a waterproofing ing hardware), but the $40 price tag
bing which the company claims system, valuable in wet snow. The may be the top advantage. Durabil-
works much better than metal. We attachment hardware may be the ity is excellent, perhaps more than
disagree. One ski often kicks the op- best on the market, and several any other skin, due to use of poly-
posite tip when climbing, especially models come with both tips and urethane. Ease of use is also high.
in powder, and we found ourselves tails already attached. Unlike the Delta IV, the Snake Skins
gradually kicking the tip off. Pomoca enjoys a reputation for a adjust to different ski lengths

Delta IV also offers the best deal top-notch product and has tradition- quickly, so they are excellent candi-
in adhesive skins. The “Adhesive 1” ally relied on word-of-mouth for dates for ski shop rentals. They are
model uses the same nylon fabric, marketing. They have no catalog clearly a beginner's skin.
costs just $43 and includes that and the skins came with the barest The tip attachment works well,
good tail attachment. The rub is of instructions. but it is loosely fastened to the skin.
that the price does not include glue. Unfortunately, this lack of mar- It can fall off when the skin isn't in
A tube of glue costs just $7 to $10, so keting sophistication hurt their role use. (We almost lost one in deep
$50 will get you a high quality, full- in our test. At the last hour, they powder during the test.) The tail at-
width skin. sent two 44mm skins and one 62mm tachment also works well, but needs

MONTANA. These may be the skin. What we needed were 50mm a pull-tab to help work it around the
most common brand on dealer skins for a fair comparison. back edge of the ski. The buckles on
shelves and are considered classics. We tried them anyway and found the two wrap-around straps can be
We found their 50mm mohair skin that the Pomoca 44mm mohairs difficult to operate.
climbed excellently, and a few test- glided very well and maintained a
ers thought the skin climbed better good grip. The 62mm Pomoca Pro Th8 B851’ Ski11S?
than any other. Glide was good and skins climbed better than the Delta Mohair skins definitely glide
the mohair appears to be the most IV 62mm mechanical. much better than nylon skins. The
durable of all the mohair brands. Even after adding the cost of a mohairs also climbed as well, per-
The Montana 50mm white nylon hardware kit to the Chouinard or haps better, than the nylons. The
climbed and glided about the same Montana nylon skin, the Pomoca Pro main advantage of nylon is its
as the Chouinard. (at $115) runs a bit more, but it greater durability.

However, the Montana tip has the comes with pre-fastened hardware. Adhesive skins weigh less, are less
same problem as the Delta IV: the VOILE. The Voile Snake Skins bulky and on steep, icy slopes allow
use of flexible straps instead of rigid have many advantages, but per- full contact of the skis’ edges with
metal. Again, buy a hardware kit for formance is not one of them. They the snow. On the other hand, adhe-
the Montana (or Chouinard and ranked lowest in climbing for any of sive skins will not stick to a wet ski,

work poorly in extremely cold
I weather (the adhesive simply isn’t

larCLIMBING SKINS RESOURCE LIST Stick. 530“ 11> arid require reg“Y g
applications of klister-like glue.

Alpine Research Coll-tex Ski Piks, Inc. so which ones W°,u1d We lmy? If
765 Indian Peaks Rd. c/0 Climb High 50 South Steele st. 111°“-ey were 11° °bJ@Ft» We d buy
Golden, CO 80403 1861 Shelburne Rd. Suite 210 three? 11))/l0I1taT1aPm0h8(1i1‘ ilwlgl lharlcl;

(303) 6423777 Shelbourne, VT 05482 Denver, co 80209 Ware?» °m°°a r° an 1 6 lde ta b_
(802) 9855056 (303) 322_O382 Classic. The Montanas wou pro

A -0 E t - ably see the most use; the Pomocas
P_S5_e§sl 115911 erpnses D It IV V0-le would make it out on particularlyox e a 1

Ridgeway, CO 81432 P.O. Box 872 92.0 West South Temple 1I~)u%gedi‘j9ng or lsgeep tnpsl’ and. use
(303) 626-5612 Provo, UT 84603 Salt Lake Clty, UT 34104 6 “P 5 “’°“ °‘.’me a ‘g 1“ °terrain where the skins wou go on(801) 374 5073 (801) 364 2315 and Off frequently.

ouinar b 1 . f
P'O. B M yOL1 can Lly on y OI'l€ Pall‘ O

Ventuf): CA 93002 c/<5) Distributors Sk“‘$' We d°n I ‘hmk Y°“ °a“ beat
‘ ’ y the Delta IV adhesive model(805) 653-5781 P.O. Box 306 I H hM t CA 91020 n any case, a t ese s ins are

Cl. b H. h (8?g)1;f§ 0618 good products. Each has something
181;? Sh llgb Rd_ I to recommend it. If you_ haven t ex-

e urne
Shelbourne, VT 05482 Pomoca perienced the joys of skinning, bor-

o b or r nt a air and et out(802) 955-5056 c/0 Omni International fh‘”' “Y 6 P g A
P.O. Box 110, Rt. 203 ere-
Spencertown, NY 12165 .

(518) 392 3363 Speczal_ thanks to Steve Cook of Para-
“ dise Bzkes and Skis zn Crested Butte

I for assistance during this test.
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